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Since 2017, high school students in Québec have been required to take a financial education (FE) course in the social studies learning area. This covers financial themes relevant to adolescents: consumption of goods and services, entering the labor market, and pursuing post-secondary education. The FE program is a modest 30 pages long, and only 50 hours are devoted to teaching it. This course is perceived by teachers as a difficult subject to tackle in the classroom, not only because of their frequent lack of training (FE content is rarely covered in pre-service and in-service training in the teaching of social studies), but also because it is not based on an explicit, familiar and isolatable reference discipline, as is the case with the teaching of history or geography (Björklund et al., 2022).

Nonetheless, to find ways to address financial issues, teachers can draw on instructional materials. However, the tasks that textbooks and workbooks suggest to students are less about taking a stand and more about finding information (Lefrançois et al., 2023). Financial issues are individual or domestic, never social, or political (Lefrançois et al., 2023). In fact, FE aims to make individuals responsible for their financial situation by focusing on the transfer of knowledge about financial concepts and products, as well as the adoption of attitudes...
and behaviors consistent with established standards of good financial health (Björklund et al., 2022). So how can the content of the Québec FE program contribute to the study of controversial financial issues and as an opportunity to develop the critical thinking skills of (future) citizens? What role can pedagogical resources in high school classrooms play in achieving this citizenship goal? How can the issue of gender inequalities serve as an example? These are some of the questions that this paper seeks to answer.

Indeed, we analyzed the Québec FE program and the teaching materials – especially the learning workbooks – used to teach it. Using IRaMuTeQ software, we produced a word cloud from the FE program to highlight the most important keywords in the program. With regard to the issue of gender inequalities, we did not analyze all the tasks included in the pedagogical resources associated with the instructional materials used in Québec classrooms. We did, however, examine those proposed in the chapter summaries of four learning workbooks offered by the main publishers of instructional materials. Contrary to the scientific FE literature, which has discussed them extensively (Lind et al., 2020; Tinghög et al., 2021), we observed the absence of content and deliberation on financial issues related to gender inequalities in these documents, but the concepts explored there (including pay equity) could provide opportunities to address such issues, as these concepts go beyond the dominant reductionism that divides FE into four operations: budgeting, saving, investing, and borrowing (Remund, 2010).

Finally, when it comes to learning to reflect and investigate, learning to think critically, and finding solutions to problems posed by students (with the help of teachers) (Éthier et al., 2021), pedagogical resources produced by publishers are not up to the task. Therefore, in an exploratory approach to content analysis, we examined, in a non-exhaustive way, other pedagogical resources in FE, online and produced by governmental and non-governmental organizations, asking whether they enable students to reflect on inequalities, causes and effects, and to take a stand on financial issues related to gender.
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